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1. STATEMENT OF AUTHORITY AND PURPOSE [)ATE . W 

a. Authity: Under the provisions of Air Force Regulation(•K) 1O-14, the Ninth Air "' 
Force Commander appointed Lieutenant Colonel Charles R. Rogers, III to conduct an Aircraft 
Accident Investigation of the F-16CJ (SN 90-0823) accident which occurred near Cosby, 
Tennessee on 2 February 1994. The investigation was from 1 March 1994 to 15 March 1994.  
Technical Advisors were Captain Luther M. Adams, III (Operations), Captain Richard S.  
Mountain (Maintenance), Captain James L. Flanary (Legal), Major Heinando J. Ortega, Jr.  
(Medical), and Airman Angela G. Hendricks (Administrative Support).  

b. Ej•je An aircraft accident investigation is convened under AFR 110-14. The 
investigation is intended primarily to gather and preserve evidence for claims, litigation, 
disciplinary and administrative needs. In addition to setting forth factual information 
concerning the accident, the investigating officer is also required to state his opinion concerning 
the cause or causes of the accident (if there is clear and convincing evidence to support that 
opinion), or to describe those factors, if any, that in the opinion of the investigating officer 
substantially contributed to the accident. The report is available for public dissemination under 
the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and AFR 4-33.  

2. SUMMARY OF FACTS 

a. History of Flight: On 2 Feb 94, Captain Michael A. MacWilliam, the mishap pilot (MP), 
was scheduled as number 2 of a two-ship Dissimilar Air Combat Tactics (DACT) upgrade flight 
as the instructor pilot. Captain David Y. Knox led the mission filed under callsign Visor 81 (K-2).  
The flight departed Shaw AFB, SC at 1451 hours Eastern Standard Tine (EST) (A-I) and 
proceeded to the Snowbird Military Operating Area (MOA) in northeastern Tennessee. Shortly 
after commencing air-to-air tactics with Peach 11, a flight of two F-15s from Dobbins ARB, GA, 
the MP heard and felt what he described as an explosion followed by a loss of thrust and initiated 
the airstart sequence (V-1). After several unsuccessful airstart attempts, Captain MacWilliam 
directed the aircraft toward an uninhabited wooded area and safely ejected. The aircraft crashed 
and was destroyed. The crash site was 10 nautical miles (NM) South Southwest of Newport4 TN 
at 350 49.15' North latitude, 830 16.60' West longitude (R-1). The Shaw AFB (ACC) Public 
Affairs office handled news inquiries.  

b. Mission: The mission was scheduled and planned as a two-ship DACT Flight Lead 
Upgrade. The planned profile included single ship military (mil) power takeoffs, rejoin, medium 
altitude cruise to the Snowbird MOA, two versus two (2W2) DACT engagements with F-15s 
(Peach 11 flight) from Dobbins ARB, GA, and return to Shaw via vectors to initial for overhead 
full stop landings (V-1, V-2).  

c. Briefing and Preflight: Captain MacWilliam reported for duty at approximately 1 100L, 
Captain Knox at 0745L. Both pilots reported getting required crew rest. The flight briefing began 
at 1255L and both pilots reported that the briefing was comprehensive and that they both had a 
clear understanding of their responsibilities and the planned events (V-i, V-2). At step time, the 
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mishap aircraft was not crew ready. When Capt MacWilliam arrived at the aircraft, a panel 
toward the rear of the aircraft was down, and he suspected that the Accessory Drive Gearbox 
(ADG) oil was being serviced. Review of the aircraft forms (U-8) and crew chief testimony (V-3) 
confirm this to be the case. Engine start and the remainder of ground operations were performed 
without any unusual occurrences or deviations (V-I, V-2).  

d. EIgbt: Visor 81 flight took off at 1451 EST on a DD 175 flight plan (K-3). The takeoffs.  
were single-ship using military power. Engine response during the takeoff and enroute portions of 
the flight was reported to be normal by the MP (V-i). The 180 NM flight to Snowbird was 
uneventful. The Snowbird MOA is located over the Great Smokey Mountains in northeastern 
Tennessee. This is significant in that the surface mean sea level (MSL) altitude is predominately 
between 5000-6000 ft, with peaks as high as 6600 ft. The flight entered the MOA and 
accomplished G-awareness maneuvers prior to beginning tactical maneuvers with Peach 11 
flight (V-2). During the first engagement, Captain MacWilliam, starting from a close formation, 
accomplished a rapidly descending and turning maneuver. As he leveled off at approximately 
13,000 ft, he felt and heard what he thought to be a loud explosion followed by thick smoke in the 
cockpit (V-I). The MP called "Knock it off" and began to zoom the aircraft while trying to 
see the engine instruments. At an apex of 18,000 ft he noted no engine response to his throttle 
movements. With the RPM "hung" at 60%, Captain MacWilliam began a series of airstart 
attempts in accordance with (IAW) standard critical action procedures (CAPS) (V-I). Visor 8i 
was able to rejoin with the mishap aircraft and look him over as he was in a 170-180 knot glide.  
He noticed no significant damage or any fire or smoke from the distressed aircraft only an oge 
ring of fire within the engine itself (V-2). Crash survivable flight data recorder (CSFDR) data 
indicates this was the turbine section glowing hot due to high temperatures experienced during 
numerous airstart attempts (0-6). During each airstart attempt, as the RPM reached 52%, the 
aircraft began to shake violently (V-i). After six unsuccessful attempts at restart, the MP directed 
the aircraft toward a small ridge line and ejected at approximately 1800 ft Above Ground Level 
(AGL) (V-i).  

e. Impact: The aircraft rashedat 1531 EST in an uninhabited wooded area south of 
Newport, TN. Parameters at impact were 220 knots, 6* nose down, and 24* right wing low 
(0-19 through 0-20). The impact heading was 036, and wreckage was scattered along a 380 ft x 
1080 ft area (R-I). The aircraft was damaged beyond economical repair (M-1). The 20th Medical 
Group Biocenvironmental Engineering personnel responded to the crash to identify and remedy 
environmental damage at the scene. Remedial action was implemented and is continuing at this 
time (V-5).  

f. Eectioh Seat' The ejection seat functioned normally. The seat and canopy were not 
recovered. This is significant because of the probability that unexpended explosive cartridges 
iemain in the seat. Based on the parameters of the ejection, the drogue gun cartridge and alternate 
mortar cartridge should not have fired. These cartridges could be set off by tampering, 
mishandling, or even static discharge, and could cause serious or fatal injuries. Of note is that 
there is no warning information about these dangers on the seat itself. All reasonable measures 
have been taken to disseminate this information to civilians in the local area to include prominently 
posted flyers as well as newspaper and television press releases. This information is included as a 
collateral finding at Tab AA (AA-I through AA-3.2).  
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(f) The high pressure turbine showed evidence of trailing edge impacts and small 

pieces missing from the outer diameter. The high pressure nozzle, rotor, and shroud all had 

deposits of metal splatter composed of nickel, chromium, aluminum, titanium, and copper.  

(g) The low pressure turbine blades showed no evidence of damage although they did 

have metal splatter attached, especially at the outer diameter. Thermal distress at the 5:00 and 

10:00 position (looking from the aft of the engine) originated from high turbine temperatures 

experienced during the numerous airstart attempts.  

n. Oerations Personnel and SupLrvision: The mission was accomplished under authority of 

the 20th FW and 79th FS. Captain Knox gave the pre-mission brief in accordance with 

MCR 55-116 and MCR 55-116, Shaw AFB Supplement 1. All supervisor briefings and actions 

were accomplished.  

o. Pilot Oualifications: Captain MacWilliam was current and fully qualified to perform the 

scheduled mission (T-I through T-3). His flying experience is as follows: 

F-16 C/D 1470.0 
F-16 A/B 320.8 
AT-38 27.6 
Student Time 179.2 
Total Time 1997.6 

HOURS/SORTIES 
Last 30 days 26.8/20 
Last 60 days 62.8142 
Last 90 days 86.1/57 

p. Medical: Captain MacWilliam was medically qualified to fly (X-2). He suffered only 

minor injuries (bruises and scratches) related to the ejection and tree landing (X-1). Toxicology 

specimens contained no alcohol, elevated carbon monoxide levels, or illegal substances (X-3).  

Additionally, the toxicology specimens from all involved maintenance personnel were also 

negative (X-4 through X-12.2).  

q. NAVAIDS and Facilities: All applicable NAVAIDS were in operation. There were no 

NOTAMs applicable to this accident.  

r. Weather: The weather was clear with seven-plus miles visibility. The winds were out of 

the southwest; 100 knots at 26,000 ft; 10 knots on the surface. Altimeter was 30.21 (W-2, W-4, 

W-5).  

s. Directives and Publications: 

MCR 55-116, F-16 Pilot Operational Procedures 
MCR 55-116, SAFB Sup 1 Local Operating Procedures 
T.O. IF-16CJ-1, Flight Manual 
T.O. IF-16CJ-ICL-1, Flight Manual Checklist 

There are no indications of deviation from directives.  
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3. OPINION AS TO THE CAUSE OF THE ACCIDENT: Under 10 U.S.C. 2254 (D), any 
opinion of the accident investigator as to the cause of, or the factors contributing to, the accident 
set forth in the accident investigation report may not be considered as evidence in any civil or 
criminal proceedings arising from an aircraft accident, nor may such information be considered an 
admission of liability by the United States or by any person referred to in those conclusions or 
statements. Based upon evidence which I found to be clear and convincing, it is my opinion as 
investigating officer that the cause of the accident was engine failure as a result of damage 
sustained when the #3 blade of the first fan stage failed, separated, and propagated damage 
throughout the fan, compressor, and combustion sections as it was ingested. Because the origin 
area (a piece of the leading edge measuring 0.7 inch radially by 0.4 inch axially) of the initial high 
cycle fatigue fracture on blade #3 was never located, the root cause of the fatigue or time of initial 
fracture cannot be determined at this time. Additionally, it cannot be determined if a fracture 
would have been visible to inspection prior to the mishap flight.  

CHARLES R. ROGERS , m, mnt Colonel, USAF 
AFR 110-14 Accident Investigation Board 
Investigating Officer 
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Aircraft Accident Investigation Board (wlredactlon) re: 02/07/94 
F-16CG (SN 90-0764) accident. The mission was a two-ship BFM 3 
training mission, the primary objective of which was to increase the 
pilots' air-to-air proficiency. While setting up for the third 
engagement, the mishap aircraft experienced an explosion and 
severe engine and airframe vibrations, followed by an engine stall 
and stagnation. The mishap pilot attempted two unsuccessful 
airstarts. For an unknown reason, the engine had experienced a high 
cycle fatigue fracture of a fourth stage turbine blade below the blade 
platform and subsequent damage to the low pressure turbine. The 
pilot successfully ejected while approaching the minimum 
recommended ejection altitude. The aircraft crashed I 'A nautical 
miles north of Soper, OK, approximately 12 nautical miles south 
southeast of Tulsa International Airport, OK.  

Altitude just prior the incident was 1,000' MSL and 364 knots 
calibrated airspeed, and 10,300' when he attempted the first airstart.  
The MP attempted an unsuccessful zoom maneuver at 2200' and 150 
KCAS before he ejected.  

Stores were not jettisoned.  
The mishap pilot had 130.5 F-16 hrs and 2648.3 hrs of military 

flight time.  
Weather was VMC and not a factor.  
The Investigating Officer opined that the MP displayed 

exemplary situation awareness throughout the entire incident.  
Despite the loss of the aircraf, he recommended that the MP be conmmended for his actins.

Dbocurment Description
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2. SUMMARY OF FACTS: 

L hg f l 

(1) Two F-16CG aircraft, call signs Tulsa 11 and 12, took off from TWUl LAP at 091.4 CST 
cTAD zii) Th eyr~e to conduct a Basic Fighter M=ne=e (MM missio in the River MOA (FAD V' 

1). At approximately 0945 CST while setting up for the Athid enpgag ienMe C 

explosion and severt engine Wn airframe vibrations, fWfowed by an engne stall and stagnation (TAB 3-4.  

V-1). pIfeinpted two airstarts, but was unable to sntarthe engine and regain mse"abethust. For an 

unknown reason. the engine bad experienced a high cycle ti~gue fiactur of a foutha stnge turbine blade 

below fth blade platform an subsequdnt damag w the low press= turbine (121 (TAB 1-5. S-4. S-S. V

1). At aprwdintdy 009,48 CS ,uMmcessffywithu ~ hl prahn 

minimum roommended *jeWo aeltte(FDA2 -1LVI.Teacrfcasdonpiaeppey 
used for eanle grazing 11/2Z nautical mllea (NM) north fd Soper, OK., 120 NM souh-.  

southeas of lulsa Int rntional Airpot (A?),Tulsa, OK (FTAD A,2, P-1).Acal diznaptoprivat 

(214 fllw~g ime. are based ULi Tu sa - cofher94plscazaa 

data eint f A4 

711i mission was sceueis a 2 dhi BRA training~mwsofl to bc.fldiwn lWM1AG ~-O h 
FIbing Trining F 6Plt~afin ar (rAB :Q, V;,N2M) h rmr *e~ec 

3-Ship tae1swt 0- seonmd spd swq y- tscea nruet 1>' aG9m 

manewve, t 
enaemn~ and aetur to Tulsa IAP (orjib Jeoer~n hrn .VT1,t2b~ 

i n a~~l d Tulsa. 12 was flowný ~ 

4.7.  
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c. Briefing- and Prefliaht: 

Both flight members reported adequate crew rest for the mission (K-4). The preflight briefing began at 

0715 CST and was briefed in detail by Emergency divert fields were specifially briefed.  
The briefing covered all applicable items required exsting regulations (FAB V-2). Both members of 

the flight indicated they clearly understood the objectives, the general flow of the mission, and had no 

questions about the flight briefing. Both pilots arrived at their jets IAW briefed times and began preflight 

inspections. Preflight, start, taxi, marshaling and arming were uneventful (TAB V-I, V-2).  

(1) Tulsa II flight was filed and cleared for the Zebra 4 stereo flight plan (TAB K-4). At 

approximately 0914 CST, they accomplished single ship takeoffs with 20 seconds spacing between aircraft 

(TAB V-I, Z-1). They rejoined into a 2 ship formation while accomplishing air-co-air yst checks 
enroute to the working area. The outbound portion of the stereo flight plan terminated when entering the 

River MOA (TAB V-I,V-2).  

(2) Tulsa I I flight completed a G-awareness maneuver, one heat-co-guns exercise and two visual 
BFM engagements as briefed. had some minor problems withfIr-to-eir radar, but 
this bad no cffcct on the overall mission conduct. Afta the second enga me, Tulsa 11 and 12 split up 
with approximately 35-40 NM separation for a one-v-one BVR setup to a visual enga-emen Tulsa 11 

went to the southwest part of the River MOA and Tulsa 12 wen to the northeast (TAB V-I).  

(3) first indications of any problems were an explosion Mowed by sever 

airframe and engine vibrations The vibrations seemed related to engine revolutions per tiut (RPM) 
the higher the RPM, the more severe the vibrations and inversely, the lower the RPM, the less sever 
The vibrations continued for the rest of the flight and regardless of engine RPMF, we so severe that It was 

difficult to read the codpit instruments at any time (TAB V-1). At approxmately 31 minut after 

takeoff at 0944:52 CST, the ircraft engine starled and then stagnated The fatigue fracture of a fourth 

stage turbine blade Wa resulted In the ensuing damage to and drag on the 1FF which drives the engine 
fan. This produced drag on the engine fan which limited and disrpted airflow to the engine, compressor 
inlet, producing an engine stall and stagnation. From this point on, noginewasn 
long=r capableof producing useable thrust (TAB J-4)

(4) ASanalyzed~ mueusly-turned toward the nearest 

suitable emergency atirfield Urayson Conypprxmtl 60-65 MA south-soufthest;.of 4P.osition 
(TANV-I). son v.as the M'cly briefd emergency ai.fe ••l-apo i. at tie 

time.df the- •* I• arfield has a 900. harnway AB.AA-3)eo 
wa byn~h)n ut~digsine,.t ný thtvret pngbegi ~ ld bein to 
prod~~~~ ~ krsf otmefy fta were the c4s&&ate to andat h ýia st suitable 

airfield as oQ as @*.ositlbeý--ecause ihe engine biad already s6". iIt was un~relaieIý 
knew that :. -hesalcvla ~pusI nesand Haugd.0K. Mlth ieltjmiW& have 

ben bl ote d complete flameout pproach aeihrifeletnte ism A (rAB V 

1). Bothafldwcls than 3500 Ikct long andi were only rsed,r rihn lrf tBVI 
*AA-4 M nwyegh fdr the F-16`is 8000* PT.E iio if d n 

*prbad umndiaffttol W.ne ct~ s~n a e pJ o uld~i 

provide assistance @'viet M0.11wa not Ct locatl 

-nfj *a'tk 4m7 ,.ft b 
.... . - . �,m����.... . . -. .. ...  

powr hl t~ogh p~roiiatly 1,00fet Fl ai~,ve nican siccl( 1,30Fr 

above ground level (AOL) and at 364 knots calibrated airspeed:(KCAS) (TrAD 1J5 V-1). Averag -terrain 

elevation nleariosition was approiximately 700 Fr MSL (TAB AA-5). Based on codkpit indications, 

S... • ,l~l_ P •. •m•,. 4• 
. . 4. .g

. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.. : . .. 57819 
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"" 0 
position at 0945:21 (TAB J-5, V-I). Despite difficulty reading the engine intrunments, 

soon no *cod that engine RPM was decreasing and fan turbine inlet tenperature (FTiT) was increasing, 

giving, indications of an engine stagnation. In addition to the stagnation4telt that the problem was 

much worse due to the explosion and continuing vibration. :tn lis the emergency 

checklist procedures which called for an engine shutdown to clear the sugnation and an airstart attempt 

(TAB V-1).  

(6) 4begcn to execute the Critical Action Procedures CAPs) for an engine airstart 
(TAB AA-6). on current parameters and cockpit indications, plVaned to attempt a SEC 

spooldown airstart and estabtished a 270-290 KCAS glide (TAB V-1, AA-I). A SEC airstart is required 

when attempting an airstart below 10,000 FT AGL (TAB AA-6). W was flying at 

approximatel 0 ,3 0 0 FT AGL at the time (TAB AA-I). 4gLid not jen cisty centerline fyel 

tank due to concentration on other airstart p ro .durs. go felt the weight and drag of the empty 

ccntcrunc fueiltank would not appreciably affcc gl•.Idc nor incMae me alof. (TAB V-i). At 

0945:21 placed the throttle to off to clear the engine stagnation. I next moved the engine control 

switch frdm the PRI to the SEC position at 0945:28, which onfirmed by the SDR. At 0946:33,M 

4 selected START 2 on the Jet Fucl Starter (VFS) to assist with the airstarL Approximately 1 

secon prior to selecting FS START 2, the SDR shows the engine control switch was placed back in FRI 

(TAB 1-5, V-1). While working to maintain the recommended spooldown airspeed of 275 KCAS,..  
noticed the engine RPM had decreased below the minimum recommended 25% RM. According torn 
testimonyeAea moved the throttle to IDLE at 18-200/" RPM to initiate an airstart at 094516W 

(TAB J-5, V-i). The SDR shows the throttle was advanced to idle at 17% RPM and 698-C FITr (TAB I
5). Dst ihbll cr than recommended 25% RPK the air t began as soon as the throle was 
advanced from OFF to rLE, appearing to progr normally although the vibrations were still present 
(TAB J-5, V-I). At some time between 0945:33 and 0946:00, the JFS started running (TAB O-1),f 

W~ntnuedto 0nitan70-290 KCAS glide (TAB V-1).  

(7) The SDR indicates that the engine appeared to approach normal idle power indications. then 
stalled a second time at 0946:45. At some time between 0946:30 and 0946:50, the throttle was advanced 

to MEL (TAB J-5) quickly recognized the second engine stall and stagnation. Although 
engine instruments h attempt appeared to progress normany fe! A still had the same 
problems& a prior to initiating the-first airstart due to the second stagnationt continuing severe 

'ibrons -ABV).  

(i) Al 0947.-05 and. an estimated 5000 FT MStJ4300 FT A-j.Gkn.ved the throttle to OFF a

second tne to attempt to dear. the secord stagnation (TAB J-5, AA-). Since the IFS was now. runningt 
*planned to16 lo FS assisted JR1 airstart- 116 Would 'low to hold a srower airspeed in order to 
decrease~d~el rate a~ikd giv morc lkm Odoes no remember what 

The SDR shw iseddcesing during this timcý witha laS 

of 243 K-C .,-appoximately 19 scond pribi-to ejection (TAB AA-")- The Statement of, Dam-;• to 

()Asl M e~e to mmv the engine control sw~itch from wh t~twas SEC, 
* oouied if ~~~~was alfeayin Flue ected to continbe at =- airst in PRi? agan. ~ ie~a unn 

. . ..=t'i ..... .' . i .n P th p i n ... . .. .... .•' 7 2 

out of time; and'.pr~n the minimum recommende controlled baHMlo ft a k lof2 ~ -tAL 

CTAB: V-l,'. AA7). was' skepical about tmga sucessfl -airstart since, -noticed, so 
iinroemef MWe th gutattep (TA Vl advance the throttle t i-DL u13'(&5 and a SD.R 
etatd4200- FT MSLJ3500. FT AGL- to finiiae'the -secnd: airitaft atep (TAB*. A?-sAl).  

(10) At 3300 FT MUM1250 FT AOL, had madeý a _ C j 

the engine did not produice any usable thrust on this tempt h engine again tried to sta4, but stalled 
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and stagnated a ard and final time at 0947:54 and an estimated 2200 FT MSIJ500 FT AGL (TAB 3-5, 
TAB AAj ) ~ gan a zoom maneuver in preparation for ejection. Simultaneously5 advanced the 
throttle to rail one last time to see *could gt any usable thrust from the engi bt the stagnation 
continue& The a 9 rxed at an unkown altitude and slowed to approximately 150 KCAS (TAB V
1). At 0948:19 i ejected based on a "Camopy Open" signal recorded by the SDR (TAB 0
15). * indicated tta¶ had plenty of time to complete all post ejection procedures, watcb'aircraft 
crash, and then prepare r ara te landing (TAB V-1).  

e. Iml•": 

Aircraft 90-0764 crashed and was destroyed at 0948:38 CST (TAB AA-i). Tie aicrft impacted on 
private property used for cattle grazing approximately 1 1/2 NM north of Soper, OK (TAB P-2, A-2).  
Actual damage to private property was minimal. Some damage to fencing was done by the crash recovery 
team and some by several head of cattle who were apparently spooked by the crash. A gate was also 
damaged by the cattle. Actual cost of this damage, not including soil and environmental work associated 
with the crash site itself, has not been determined because of wet conditions at the site, but is expected to 
be less than $1000.00 (TAB P-2 thru P-4).  

Z from aircraft at 0948:19 CST (TAB 0,15.. sU coul not locate the 4
hue jetisons onm ute, but was not concerned. The ride was very stable with no 
oscillations. landed 1 to 1 1/2 NM north of the crash site (TAB V-1).  

S. Personal and Suval -

(1) All personal and survival equipment inspections were ca mrPt (TAB AA-8).  

(2) Other than the pilot's inability to locate the parachute 4-ine jettisons during the parachute 
decent, no personal/survival equipment difficulties were noted during jction (TAB V-1).  

I The c sh occurred at approximatrey 0949 CST on 7 1994 (TAB A-2). At this 
ed Fort Worth Iner by radio of the ejecion. net contacteds 

o -eration and -the Swevsrof .Flying.0 n i ew one lows ae 
positi n bwas waving and ap~cored to be unhurt. then returned to Tulsa 
LAP (TABV-2)-.  

(2). Imeiateiy fler copeigprcuelnig~was approached by 
two civfifin-ales in a pdpt.uc, wh aited to know any help . ncon.ac 

~ niuvvl aiobcu Kfl itwas mo re imo tant to get to call squadron.  
operai•n•,at Tuo ,••L.aolAP. A•B V-Q).  

(3)~~~ wa Mtn~rtecf o the crash site by the two cd ftivsIn the picku tUk & 
noticed ther wee dvfiains standing around the: burning wrecag cfaircmft C60crncd 
about their safety~aksked ask a local sheriff tod-ear the pesonnel awayfrom the wrecage for at leas 
1/2 mile. f the iiniiaa local h•irAhusel rV-I).  

(4X J~fJM .wasdrien y~te Iigh~qPatrol to the Hugo aftport"M16 J7a pi!wd up 

by a low adnm in a priva*tloy•ed Ccssna 182 and tanspoted back t.Ml...AP. (-AB 
V-I). . -.  
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L Engine. Fuel. Hydraulic, and Oil lnspection ARalyss: 

Post mishap samples were taken from the servicing equipment last know to service the MA. Samples 
taken from servicing carts included engine oil, hydraulic fluid, liquid oxygen. In addition, Jet A Fuel was 

sampled from rejueler #12 and the bulk storage tank. All samples were analyzed by the USAF Aerospacm 

Fuels Laboratory at Wright-Patterson AFB and were found to be within applicable technical order 

tolerances (TAB U-9).  

m. ,Airframe and Aircraft Sytms 

(1) Post-acident analysis of the engine by San Antonio Air Logistics Center (SA-ALC) 

indicated that most of the engine appeared normal CxcCpt for damage incurred in the crash impact.  

However, one blade in the fourth stage low-pressure turbine was broken off below its platform at the top of 

the blade/disk attachment area (TAB S-4). Examination of the fracture surface revealed Indications of a 

fatigue fracture mode. Tie fatigue area appeared to originate on the pressure side of the blade just 

forward of the afl face of the blade root. it then propagated all the way across the aft fae and 

apprmximtely one-half inch forward along the pressure side of the root. Based on existing procedurcs 

used at the time this area was not easily nor normally inspected inspected by maintennc perSOnneL The 
location of this blade was almost directly opposite the location of a heavy rub on the fuArth stage airscal 

knife-edges. Further, the SA-ALC investiator determined that domestic object damage (DOD) caused by 

the fourth stage blade fatigue failure and the resultant damage to the LPT rendered the engine inca le 

of producing usable thrust (TAB I).  

-(2) Engine:M-a..-ctu.. 
.  

Pratt and Wbitoey 
179600 Beeline Hwy.  
Jupiter, FL 33478-9M0 

(3) All maimtenance performed on the subject ngim e s it was placed in srvice on 13 May 

1991 was done by the 363rd Fighter Wing at Shaw Air Force Base. None appeared related to the mishap 

(rAB J).  

n. OD~raton Pawo-. ng SuM•'S: 

lTis flight was authorized a computer generated 

local fl&h clearance: form i M 29(TAB K-4).' T -hE mission was briefed IAW applicable guidanc 

(TAB VI ~).  

()EanaOnof aircrew fligh records revealed t a m asqualified and 
in te F16 s afliht ommnde and a 4 ship flight teadjA 0, T-1, V-I)

6000 hours tota fiyirig lime (TAB V-1). O it as264$) bours of' 

m ifitr luigh tim, .the mjrtof wbich is in fighteri At the time of the acIe~hd130.3 hours in 

the F-16, aill pot in the Block 42 F-16CG p~owered bythePrat and Whitney-O. 22 Wgn . 30/0/ 

day " to.a'-l .... ;"" "' .24.547.6 -bours -3 AI d "in'At F-16 h'" 
eared n EcepionllyQtaifid oinli5~mis oncbccktide (EAB T-2, T-3)-.  

was medically qualified at thedme 4f the mishap (AB. AA -9), 

' '57823 

PFS-40125 - .-" - .



q. Navuids and Facilities: 

All navaids and facilities wer operaing and functional during the mission (TAB K-6).  

r.Wete 

Weather was VMC and not a factor (TAB K-.5, K-6, V-1).  

S. Pl andbtions.  

The following publications were applicable to this mission: 

MCI (ANG) 11-208 Flying Training -F-16 Pilot Training -tuctiono 

MCR 55-116 Operations - F-16 Pilot Operational Procedures 

T.O. IF-16CG- F-16Co Flight Manual 

126-

PFS-401
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